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1 God’s Apocalyptic Offspring Appellate1 Initiative 

 

Distributed April 2020 

Scripture Premises: 

Matthew 5:14 

John 8:12 

John 9:5 

 

 

Scripture Foundations: Romans 8:14, 19; Philippians 2:15 

 
 
 

YOUR APOCALYPTIC PRAYER PROJECT  
PREPARATORY PRAYER 

 

Dear Global Apocalyptic Prayer Participant, 

With a weighty heart I encourage your participation in the Apocalyptic Prayer Project. We must unite to 
confront the darkness bent on demolishing humanity. Much damage has been done to the Lord’s family, 
His possessions, kingdom, and the globe. It appears He permits or endorses it. Of course, you and I know 
that is not true. In reality, our God is a harvester that waits for the fullest harvest He can get on every kind 
of seed sown in His creation. Well, another harvest time has come for Him, and that means our time has 

 

 

PROJECT NAME: 2020 GOD’S GLOBAL APOCALYPTIC PRAYER PROJECT 

The Eternal Elect’s Principalic Prayer  

EXERTING OUR APOCALYPTIC AUTHORITY 

 Regaining Christ’s Dominion to Rescue Humanity. 

 Taking our Seats Among God’s High Powers as His Apocalyptic Offspring by 
Jesus Christ.  
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2 come too. God stages calamity as His opportunity, which is what we a seeing today. As tragic and appalling 
COVID-19 is, it nonetheless presents us with opportunity to reset the world: What those orchestrating this 
illusion are doing. But you should know they are not the only ones with a vision for the future to manifest 
on earth. Our God, as Alpha and Omega, determined long ago how the 21st century will progress, and that 
it will do so by His plans. So do not fall into the panic trap of hysterical thinking. Cold, calculating logic 
went into this ordeal on both sides. We are on the winning side because we are the Godhead’s offspring, 
His apocalyptic family fused with heaven. Our status empowers us to: 

Takeback, Rule, Undo, Takeover, Halt 
the darkness usurping us and obstructing God’s hand.  

The Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project is the first step in the Lord’s resolution and recovery initiatives. It is 
a campaign that will upgrade and elevate the traditional Christian. It is designed to manifest us as the 
Almighty’s apocalyptic response to the unchecked darkness preying on humanity. Take these packages 
seriously and follow their plan’s processes and procedures meticulously so we achieve global success. 
Remember, what we face today is new to us. It is not new to the Lord. He has defeated the dragon and 
his hellions before, and always with His family. We have opportunity for us to show ourselves as 
apocalyptic newcomers how equal to the task we are. Our victory will induct us into the legendary ranks 
of God’s league of champions who triumphed before us.    
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3 Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project 
Setting It All In Motion 

 

Apocalyptic Prayer Consecratory Readiness 

Apocalyptic Appellate Prayer Guide 

High Powered Prayer That Overturns Low-Level Spirit to Flesh Judgments, Decisions, Sentences, and Penalties. 

 

Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project is supernal sovereign appellate2 prayer. It is authoritative principalic 
prayer where earth’s victims and judgments are escalated to Jesus’ throne by way of His apocalyptic sons 
and daughters. Apocalyptic prayer engages opposing forces and agencies from heaven’s high seat where 
the Lord’s authority is directly invoked as creation’s Sovereign. It is prayer led and engaged in by mature, 
extensively seasoned spiritual intermediary agents and representatives. Keep the word intermediary in 
mind because it is concentric to apocalyptic supernal prayer. Intermediary prayer is “go-between” prayer 
that creates a bridge between heaven and earth as more than a petitioner. It is higher than intercession 
because it does more than plead a cause or supplicate. It is weighty prayer that encompasses and 
intermittently involves arbitration, negotiation, and conciliation. Look these terms up for their collective 
relevance to God’s apocalyptic seed’s duty as His elect. Refereeing, peacemaking, judging and authority 
more than influence are all elemental to apocalyptic prayer. We go through these terms and their applied 
actions as we migrate to Apocalyptic Christianity.  

Here are some for instances. Intercession pleads with God on another’s behalf. It may state the case and 
cite the other party’s eligibility for God’s intervention. Intercessors we know them today, tend to be 
mostly verbal. Not to trivialize, but merely to exemplify its value, little else is expected of them beyond, 
something akin to putting in a good word on their petitioner’s behalf. Again, the example is not to trivialize 
but to illustrate basic intercession in modern terms. Insistent intercessors relentlessly keep the person’s 

 
2 Of or characteristic of an appeal; appellate. 
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4 name before the Lord. Actual fighting and pushing back dark forces controlling the situation and 
withstanding its resolution better fits the meaning of intervention. And, it may be characterized as 
“spiritual warfare”. Intervention is positioning oneself between suffering and cause, and it demands more 
than prayer closet petitions to convince God of another’s merits. Intervention exerts superior pressure on 
subordinate instigators and thereby effect spiritual releases that manifest physically (or literally). Whereas 
influence more defines the intercessor’s qualifications, interveners stand in the gap, between heaven and 
earth as agents, judges, authorized authorities. They generally hold spiritual and at times, occupational 
positions higher than the sufferer, the troubler, and the crisis. This is because after interceding they have 
power and authority to intervene. That is, carrying out in the natural realm the victory they wrought in 
prayer. It is true that two or three can, and should, gather together in Jesus’ name to pray. It is also 
promised in His word that He will hear them. Depending upon the severity of the situation, the trio’s 
petition is granted. But consider the following alternative views beginning with Acts 9:36 and 9:43.  

In Joppa, there was a woman named Dorcas whom Scripture and her fellow believers testified was a good 
and giving woman. She gave alms and was full of good deeds. Despite their testimony of her goodness, 
Dorcas or Tabitha, her real name, died. Those with her were devastated and no doubt prayed about it. 
However, it took the Apostle Peter to bring her back to life. Not with a prayer group, for he put everyone 
out of the room before he prayer. Were they God’s children, apocalyptic if you will. Yes. But they had not 
spent the time with the Lord, completed His classes or were conditioned enough to face and reverse 
death. That takes time and a rigid devotion to Jesus Christ who is the resurrection and the life; not just 
good deeds. Other examples are to be found in: 

• Jeremiah 15:1 
• Ezekiel 14:14, 16 

In addition, look at what Albert Barnes says about Jeremiah 15:1. “Cast them out of my sight - Rather, 
“send them out of My presence, and let them go away.” The prophet is to dismiss them, because their 
mediators, Moses and Samuel, whose intercession (intervention no doubt had yet to make into their 
language) had been accepted in old times (marginal references), would intercede now in vain.”3 And there 
are more. The intercessions of Moses, Samuel, Daniel, Noah, and Job are legendary in God’s mind. Yet, He 
reached the end of His longsuffering and concluded after all His efforts, His people then were beyond 
remedy and redemption. Still, the point is made. Heaven records five men, all prophets, made it into the 

 
3 “The prophet had prayed earnestly for them, and found some among them to join with him; and yet not so much 
as a reprieve was gained, nor the least mitigation of the judgment; but this answer is given to the prophet's prayers, 
that the decree had gone forth, was irreversible, and would shortly be executed.” Matthew Henry. 
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5 Lord’s eternal archives as having power with Him to reverse human conditions and earth’s tragedies. 
God’s righteous judgment notwithstanding, His commemorative interceders’ fidelity gained them 
immediate audience and favorable reconsideration of the cases they brought to the Almighty. Evidently, 
they were mostly successful, else why bother to single them out and recall them in His eternal record? 
Yahweh held Elijah and Elisha in similar esteem.  

Fast forward to the New Testament where God is going global. The Old Testament prophets served a 
single nation, but that was not God’s ultimate goal. He had already prophesied up to then that He would 
take from the nation’s a people for His name; meaning He would grant them Israeli status on account of 
Abraham and engraft them into His commonwealth covenant. The apostles and those they birthed 
extended what their predecessors did to all nations. The Holy Spirit who occupied Israel’s atmosphere 
now occupying people changed everything. His doing so begot the new creation, God’s apocalyptic 
offspring we have been talking about so far. God has a family on earth, replicating Jesus Christ, His first 
begotten. To safely and effectively engage in the Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project, you have to 
assimilate these truths in your soul. Not just as concepts but as realities that define you, who you are to 
God and Christ and what it means to creation. One last illustration is what we all know to be our nation’s 
Court of Appeals. Think of the name and their judicial function in the country is clear. That function did 
not begin with humanity, it originated in God’s world. The five prophets named earlier inherited their 
appellate designations and authority from the Almighty. You stand in a similar place, but not on your own. 
And you should know as we enter this project that God honors His offices and officers, levels, and grades 
of service, and you should too. Do not assume or behave as if you are equal to those the Lord assigned 
over you. Prayer, apocalyptic or otherwise, does not put you above them. You do not want to court the 
consequences of self-promotion by insisting they take your word for it. Or, that they submit to you on 
such grounds. If you do, you will venture into the spirit realm judgeable and ill-equipped without their 
education, training, and practice. 

Another Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project requirement is as the Apostle Paul says, your work of faith, 
and labor of love, and patience of hope (are rooted) in our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God and our 
Father.” And, that 1 Thessalonians 2:13 is your anchor and stronghold. KJV. Ideally, GAP’s apocalyptic 
prayer engages are predominantly, although not exclusively, apostolic, and prophetic appellants4 with a 

 
4 Power to review and decide appeals, as a court; One who appeals a court decision. Free Dictionary. One that 
appeals; specifically: one that appeals from a judicial decision or decree. One who appeals a court decision. 
Appealing; relating to appeals; appellate. n. In law: One who appeals or removes a cause from a lower to a higher 
tribunal. History and Etymology for appeal: Middle English appellaunt "making a charge in court," borrowed from 
Anglo-French appellant, appellaunt, present participle of apeler, appeler "to call, summon, call before a court": Legal 
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6 long history, and regiment of entering God’s realm to transact business, and administrate His affairs for 
Him from heaven down. Yes, that is what Apocalyptic Prayer is, from heaven down. This is so because 
those praying are doing so from their heavenly seats in and around God’s throne; much more on this later. 

Apocalyptic Prayer is--Supernal Sovereign Prayer. Its prayers descend from God’s throne as opposed to 
intercessory or interventional or other classic prayers, ascending from earth to heaven to retrieve its 
responses to earth. For your edification, study in-depth the words supernal and sovereign. Compare 
supernal’s meanings with the words spiritual and supernatural. Document your revelations and 
understanding by noting the definitions below. Following them up with your renewed comprehension of 
their combined meanings and effects on our Global Apocalyptic Prayer Project.  

Supernal means:  

 

 

 

 
Sovereign means:  

 

 

 

 
Spiritual means: 

 

application to a higher court; to call, summon, call before a court; apply to a higher court. Also, to speak to, address, 
apply to for support, refer to a higher authority, call upon, name, designate. Merriam Webster. In addition: a person 
who appeals a court decision. Free Dictionary: Law) law the party who appeals to a higher court from the decision 
of a lower tribunal. 
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7  

 

 

 
Supernatural means: 

 

 

 

 
My Combined Learning Statement 

What I found out, and learned from my studies about the four terms is:  

 
 
 
 

Essential Scripture Premises 

Qualified Apocalyptic Prayer engagers spiritual eligibility is according to Scripture. Ceaseless service, 
devotion, and prayer are the chief criteria, see below.  

• Acts 12:5 “Peter, therefore, was kept in prison: but prayer was made without ceasing of the 
church unto God for him.” 

• Romans 1:9 “For God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit in the gospel of his Son, that 
without ceasing I make mention of you always in my prayers;” 

• 1 Thessalonians 2:13 “For this cause also thank we God without ceasing, because, when ye 
received the word of God which ye heard of us, ye received it not as the word of men, but as it is 
in truth, the word of God, which effectually worketh also in you that believe.” 

• 1 Thessalonians 5:17 “Pray without ceasing.” 
• 2 Timothy 1:3  “I thank God, whom I serve from my forefathers with pure conscience, that without 

ceasing I have remembrance of thee in my prayers night and day.” 
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8 What Apocalyptic Prayer Does 

Apocalyptic Prayer engages forces opposing the Almighty in potent and proprietary5 ways. Yes, I used the 
word proprietary6 because that is what those fitting the description of Revelation 1:6 and 5:10 are to the 
Godhead; their proprietary officials and agents. Beneath the surface they are not, exactly, the same. The 
Apocalyptic Force should never thoroughly orientate novices and stabilize unsettled or immature 
participants. Those with lingering demonic bondages or influences should also be excluded until complete 
deliverance has been achieved, and not assumed. The most effective prayer force will comprise leaders, 
particularly senior leaders, apostles, prophets, and veteran intercessors and highly trained and experience 
interveners. Having laid a solid foundation for us to journey on to advance our project, We start with 
prayer so that after praying it you can get right to work being about your Father’s business. Let’s start by 
binding up the months of darkness preying on your home and family. Here is your Global Apocalyptic 
Project Readiness Prayer. 

Note the 4 Apocalyptic Prayer Standards: 

 

• Stature – Reputed Distinquishment -- Sovereignty 

 
5 Patented, branded, exclusive, registered and trademarked; copyright and classification proatected, privately 
owned and operated; possessively watchful, territorially guarded.    
6 Proprietary is ownership.  
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9 • Status – Apocalyptic Elect –Holy Nation, Royal Priesthood 
• Station – Apocalyptic Level, Location, Situation 
• Standing – Godhead’s Uprightness, Stance & Conviction 

o To the above, you can add ‘steadfastness’ because few prayers are sprints. Most are 
marathon that requires steady and relentless pressure to be put on a target to weaken, 
dissolve and dissolve it. 

These all refer to and reflect your “born from above, Godhead gene offspring” consciousness and mindset: 
The very mind that was and originated in Christ Jesus. Christ recognizing His Anointed Kingship and Jesus 
His salvation appellation. You want to voice these words every day, particularly before you engage in your 
Apocalyptic Supernal Prayer. So named because it involves the highest power appeal by those fitting the 
definition of Revelation 1:5 and 5:10. Apocalyptic prayer exceeds asking, petitioning and typical 
supplication. It supersedes and imposes. Take a moment to study these terms to realize what the Lord is 
calling us to do as His pneumatic offspring. Now for your Apocalyptic Elect Children Prayer. 

Our Consecratory Prayer To Our Heavenly Father 

Make these prayers part of your daily routine to remind yourself of who you are and why you qualify to 
participate in this project. Also, to keep your communications open to build trust with the Lord for Him to 
see you are serious about to His global project’s advancement. Try not to sidestep this all-important 
requisite. After all, it is a prayer project, so you should become quite accomplished at moving God’s realm 
to intervene in this one, and to cultivate a potent presence among the gods of this world as His apocalyptic 
offspring. 

We thank you for being our God and we thank Jesus Christ for being our Savior. We glorify you as God 
even in these upsetting times. We bless you oh Lord for being merciful to us, and for loving us with your 
steadfast love. We know Dear Lord that what Satan means for evil, you the Almighty, turn for good. So, 
Father, we look for your good to come from this wickedness. Be magnified Heavenly Father and exalt your 
great name above those that hate you. Get your victory as you wrench your people from their grip and 
the devious plots of destruction. Set us free to worship you in spirit and truth as our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ teaches us in your word. Sanctify us to be your holy vessels of glory again. Father bid us to return 
to you cleansed of all worldliness and its wickedness. Teach us, this 21st generation, who you are, all about 
yourself and the ways you walk in; Holy Father covers us in these uncertain times, in Jesus' name we pray, 
amen.  
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10 Dr. Price’s Apocalyptic Interventional Prayer for You 

I speak healing and protection by the blood of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world for our 
sins, moral, medical, and physical. I command every vulnerability and susceptibility in your life to be 
purged by our God’s cleansing fire and Christ’s sinless blood. I decree no weapon formed against you 
prosper and may the Lord nullify every tongue that judges you in this battle. I task the angelic guard 
appointed to you and yours, to prevail and capture your every victory. No matter the conflict, may the 
Lord empower His hosts to get the Almighty’s blessing to you to offset every loss and pushback every dark 
agent engaging our God and His people in this fight. I ask our heavenly Father and His Son, our Savior, 
Jesus Christ to hide you from calamity, death, disease, and adversity. The full Godhead, God the Father, 
God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost strengthen and reinforce the angels they encamped about you and 
yours, in Jesus' name, amen.  

 

The following is your Daily Heavenly Sovereignty Assertion Prayer. It is to situate you in the prayer posture 
of the Almighty’s progeny that entitles you to engage His powers, forces, and agents in the earth realm. 
See slide.  

Dear Father God, 

 

First, I thank you for all you have done for me, especially trusting me with your Global Apocalyptic 
Prayer Project, its appointments, and privileges. I bless you, Dear Lord, for your goodness and mercy. I 
appreciate and celebrate you more than human words can say. As your very seed Father, I present 
myself to you as your, living sacrifice. Thank you for my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ whose shed blood 
made me one of your chosen elect ones, your apocalyptic offspring in the earth. I recognize Lord that 
this puts a weighty burden of responsibility on me as a member of your Godhead’s linage and I accept 
it with your help and strength. I know Father God that my position in you sets me above all principality 
and power and every other name of being in Jesus Christ. For that is what it means to be “seated in 
heavenly places” hidden behind the “veil of His flesh,” Father I rejoice in it. Another realization is that 
as your apocalyptic seed, I am situated among your other high powers and obliged to undertake what 
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11 they undertake, to execute what they execute, and accomplish what they accomplish in this world. 
Thank you for the opportunity to fulfill Jesus Christ's and my joint destiny in Him. Truly it is a privilege.  

This prayer is me, ________________________ reporting for my apocalyptic duty to prayer, interpose, 
intervene, and supersede, as an adult child would do for an exalted prestigious parent. I honor you in 
this assignment.  

Father, to prove I give your word first place, I have read and reread the Scriptures you attached to this 
project. I commit them to memory to recite them verbatim when I engage the forces of wickedness 
and darkness. I have cleansed my soul and my life for this exalted responsibility to accommodate your 
eternal purposes. I have sanctified myself by repenting and remitting anything that compromises my 
edicts and decrees as your sovereign offspring in Christ. I have purged my lips and cleansed my tongue 
to be used by your Holy Spirit to enter into this campaign and complete the tasks it assigns me. Lord, I 
will keep myself clean from sin, and guard against backlash seductions.  

Dear Father God, as I engage in each day’s Supernal Apocalyptic Prayer, I assert that I am and will live 
and function as your APOCALYPTIC ELECT, according to your word walking in the truth. With my divine 
nature, as 2 Peter 2:14 puts it,  

• I situate myself on earth among your eternal sovereigns in the being and person of my Savior 
Jesus Christ, the head of all principality and power, evidencing my apocalyptic STATURE.   

• I assume my duties as one of your highest principalities in all creation’s realms as your lawful 
and lineal principality and power establishing and maintaining my, under sovereign STATUS. 

• I occupy my station as retriever, defender, and guardian of your possessions and revealer of 
your truth and glory within my earthly vessel, working and warring as recoverer of your people 
and strongholds to demonstrate my STATUS as your offspring. 

• I assert my mind, heart, head, and hands are clear enough to exercise my apocalyptic 
sovereignty on your behalf without hypocrisy, impurity, duplicity, or carnality to bring shame 
to your name, or profanity and blasphemy to your truth and righteousness.  

Father I as King David says in the 18th Psalm and ready to take on my portion of your great cause by 
serving you with clean hands. From this day forward oh God, I champion your causes, giving them 
priority in my life. I use my rank and authority in the Lord Jesus Christ to expose all darkness; to remove 
all evil from our respective high places, and to impart and install your righteousness and wisdom in all 
the earth. I am your advocate and can be relied to uphold you as a vessel of your divine nature; the 
ways Jesus did when He walked the earth. These are my vows to you my God for all your benefits, 
richness, and mercy toward me. In Jesus' name, amen. 
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